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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work for a car manufacturer and have set up a data pipeline
using Google Cloud Pub/Sub to capture
anomalous sensor events. You are using a push subscription in
Cloud Pub/Sub that calls a custom HTTPS
endpoint that you have created to take action of these
anomalous events as they occur. Your custom
HTTPS endpoint keeps getting an inordinate amount of duplicate
messages. What is the most likely cause
of these duplicate messages?
A. The message body for the sensor event is too large.
B. Your custom endpoint is not acknowledging messages within
the acknowledgement deadline.
C. The Cloud Pub/Sub topic has too many messages published to
it.
D. Your custom endpoint has an out-of-date SSL certificate.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie mÃ¶chten eine FrachtgebÃ¼hr beibehalten, die automatisch
ermittelt wird und auf dem Bruttogewicht aller
Bestellpositionen basiert. Wie kÃ¶nnen Sie dies erreichen?
A. Legen Sie die Konditionsart als Gruppenbedingung fest
B. Setzen Sie das Kennzeichen Bedingungsaktualisierung fÃ¼r die
Bedingungsart

C. Setzen Sie das Kennzeichen Bedingungsindex fÃ¼r die
Bedingungsart
D. Legen Sie die Konditionsart als Header-Bedingung fest
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have just plugged in a new IP500v2, and you look at its
Dashboard display to see the new device. No telephones are
plugged into the unit.
Why are two ports in one of the modules green?
A. There is a Combo Card in the chassis.
B. The device has power and passed self-test.
C. The operating system is up, and someone is administering the
system.
D. IAH1 and LAN2 are transmitting and receiving.
Answer: D
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